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Sustainable and ecological design has 
always been the foundation of the Secto 
Design lamps. Since the very beginning, the 
Secto Design lamps have been made by hand 
of PEFC certified local birch in the small town 
of Heinola in Finland. In production, every 
piece of the precious birch is aimed to be 
utilized as effectively as possible. The entire 
collection comes with LEDs and the use of 
plastics in the packaging has been reduced 
to the minimum. Secto Design is committed 
to socially, economically and environmentally 
responsible production in Finland.

The magnet-like Secto Design lights can be discovered, besides the stand 123 in hall 11, at the 
prestigious Red Lounge area of Salone del Mobile where the Secto floor lamps are bringing light to the 
VIP visitors. In addition to the presence at Fiera Milano Rho, Secto Design is proud to be one of the 
hand-picked brands of an exhibition curated by Mr Gabriel Tan for Milan Design Week 2023. Still Life 
– The Art of Living takes place in an authentic home of a Milanese couple in Porta Venezia. 

Secto Design is a Finnish family owned company specializing in hand-made design lamps. The 
entire collection is designed by the award-winning architect Seppo Koho. Secto Design lamps are 
appreciated for their Scandinavian design and well-known for their versatility and ability to fit in many 
different interiors and styles.

The new innovative Secto corner lamp 
complements the beloved Secto Design 
collection. It is an addition to the Secto series 
and can be seamlessly combined with the 
rest of the models. Design protection has 
been approved in the EU, other jurisdictions 
are pending. Another recent novelty is the 
smaller version of the versatile Kuulto celing 
lamp. Kuulto works well on its own but thanks 
to its modular nature it can also be used 
for creating larger creative surfaces. The 
backbone of the Secto Design collection, 
the iconic Secto pendant lamp, was born 
in 1999. Since then, the lighting range has 
been carefully grown into a classic collection 
that today consists of 29 models that share 
the same unique visual language. 


